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sufficiently different from an infringing product, and the remedy for the 
patent holder in such a case is not a contempt proceeding but rather a new 
infringement suit. 
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I. Facts 
nCUBE, now ARRIS Group Inc. and hereinafter “ARRIS”, owns U.S. Patent No. 

5,805,804 (the ‘804 patent), which generally relates to streaming video technology for video on-
demand.  ARRIS sued SeaChange on January 8, 2001, for infringement of the ‘804 patent by 
SeaChange’s Interactive Television (ITV) system.  On May 28, 2002, a jury returned a verdict of 
willful infringement against SeaChange.  The Federal Circuit, on April 6, 2006, affirmed the jury 
verdict as well as the district court’s decision to enhance the damages.  The district court then 
entered a permanent injunction enjoined SeaChange from making, using, selling, or offering to 
sell not only the ITV system, but also “any devices not more than colorably different therefrom 
that clearly infringe” the adjudicated claims of the ‘804 patent.  A representative claim is 
reproduced below: 

4. A computer-implemented method for retrieving and transporting 
multimedia data between a client and a server on a network, said 
computer-implemented method comprising the steps of: 
receiving a client request for initialization in a message to an upstream 
manager in said server, said upstream manager being coupled to a first 
network; 
obtaining an upstream physical address for said client as said client 
request enters said server; 
allocating a downstream physical address and downstream logical 
address to said client corresponding to the upstream physical address 
obtained for said client, said downstream physical address being used 
by a downstream manager for sending a stream of said multimedia data 
from a service on said server to said client, said downstream manager 
being coupled to a second network; and 
updating a connection service table with said upstream physical 
address, said downstream physical address, and said downstream 
logical address for said client. 
 
(Emphasis added.) 
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Shortly after the initial jury verdict, SeaChange implemented design changes to the ITV 
system and subsequently released a modified product that they considered to be outside the scope 
of the ‘804 patent.  On July 31, 2009, ARRIS filed a motion in district court seeking to hold 
SeaChange in contempt of the permanent injunction for selling the modified ITV system.  
ARRIS alleged that the modified ITV system included only minor modifications that did not 
remove any key components or the relevant functionality on which the jury verdict was based.   

In the original infringement suit, SeaChange’s ITV system was found to have a 
“connection service table” based on the ITV system’s Connection Table and its 20-byte identifier 
known as the ClientID was found to meet the limitation of the “upstream physical address.”  
Following the finding of infringement, SeaChange modified the ITV system to modify the 
ClientID so that the ClientID no longer updated the Connection Table.  Instead, the Connection 
Table was updated via a SessionID, a 10-byte identifier.  Both parties agreed that the SessionID 
and the ClientID included a 6-byte media access control (MAC) address, and ARRIS argued that 
the SessionID met the limitation of the upstream physical address.  Therefore, according to 
ARRIS, the modified ITV system was not colorably different.  The district court found that 
ARRIS failed to prove contempt by clear and convincing evidence because the infringing 
limitation of the ClientID was colorably different in the modified ITV system and, therefore, 
declined to hold SeaChange in contempt.  ARRIS appealed to the Federal Circuit.  

 
II. Issue 

Was the modified ITV system more than colorably different than the infringing 
Interactive Television product? 

 
III. Holding & Discussion 

Yes.  The Federal Circuit applied an analysis of “colorably different” to the SeaChange 
Interactive Television system that did not rely on a finding of infringement and the Federal 
Circuit agreed that SeaChange’s modified ITVsystem was more than colorably different because 
it included significant modifications to an element previously found to infringe. 

 
For new product designs, the courts only allow contempt when the new product is “no 

more than colorably different” than the one found to be infringing. See TiVo v. EchoStar (Fed. 
Cir. 2011) (en banc).  As noted in TiVo, the phrase “colorably different” refers to alterations that 
do not essentially change the nature of the device and are made only to evade the permanent 
injunction.  Prior to TiVo, the question of whether a product was colorably different involved a 
determination of whether there were substantial open issues of infringement.  However, in the 
TiVo en banc case, the Federal Circuit rejected an infringement-based determination of colorably 
different.   

 
On appeal, ARRIS argued that the differences between the modified device and the 

infringing device were not significant because the modified device still included another feature 
that met the claim limitation at issue.  However, because SeaChange changed a feature that 
ARRIS had relied upon at trial to meet a claim limitation, this modification was more than a 
colorable difference. Further, the Federal Circuit agreed that, because ARRIS did not allege at 
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trial that the SessionID met this limitation, ARRIS could not rely on that other feature to prove 
contempt. 

 
In summary, because the Federal Circuit declined to hold SeaChange in contempt, the 

only remedy available for ARRIS is a new infringement lawsuit.  
 

IV. Summary 
Patent holders with a permanent injunction may wish to consider the risks of pursuing 

contempt proceedings against modified designs of infringing products.  First, a patent holder has 
a higher burden of clear and convincing evidence to show contempt, which is in contrast to the 
burden of the preponderance of the evidence that a finding of infringement requires.  Second, the 
determination of whether a product is colorably different is not an infringement analysis of the 
new product, but rather a determination of whether an infringing limitation in the patent has been 
modified in the product. 
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